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BACKGROUND
OVERVIEW 

Derivative valuation and risk analysis is a requirement for all businesses that use financial 
instruments to manage risk.  These requirements may be further enforced by accounting 
or other regulatory body standards (e.g. IFRS / FRS) which place a duty on the 
businesses for timely, accurate and detailed reporting of these derivative contracts. 

These standards are in place to ensure consistency in the valuation, transparency in the 
reporting and protection for market participants.

VALUATION

The valuation or mark to market of a derivative contract depends on the following:

• A specification of a pricing method or model for the product that represents the type
of contract to be valued.  The method or model is dictated by the contractual features
e.g. the timing and variability of cash-flows.

• The risk factors associated with that product.  These risk factors may be directly
observable market traded instruments or may be derived indirectly from these market
traded instruments.

• Where the product is not liquid or has structured features e.g. a complex contingent
pay-off the choice of model will be based on expert analysis using model validation
techniques to determine the appropriateness of the model for valuation purposes.

• For liquid products a suitable pricing source is required. The suitability of a source for
pricing purposes is driven by liquidity considerations, market practice etc.

• For products that are not liquid or where there is no observable market traded
instruments an estimate is required for the model parameters used for valuation
purposes.  Any such estimate should incorporate a suitable provision for the
uncertainty in that estimate.

MARKET RISK

Any variation in the inputs to the pricing method or model will give rise to changes in the 
mark to market of the derivative contract i.e. a profit or loss which is the source of market 
risk.  This market risk can be assessed on the following basis:

Risk factor perturbation analysis 

This is the mark to market change due to small change in the relevant risk factors. For 
example if the risk factor was a 10 year interest rate then the perturbation amount would 
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typically be one basis point (i.e. 1/100th of 1%) and the resulting change in mark to market 
is called the Price Value of a Basis Point or PVBP.  Each of the relevant risk factors would 
be perturbed independently – this would give rise to the sensitivity of the product to 
each of these risk factors.  This analysis may be used for a number of purposes and one 
such purpose could be an assessment market risk charge typically charged by a product 
provider when entering into or closing out a derivative contract.

Scenario or “what if” analysis

This is similar to the above but a prescribed scenario is pre-built for the analysis.  This 
can be arbitrary i.e. a 100 basis point change in interest rates or can be based on key 
historical events e.g.  the liquidity crises in 2008 that caused inter-bank costs to increase 
significantly.  This would then give the business a meaningful assessment of the potential 
P&L impact if these scenarios were repeated in the future.

Simulation analysis

The goal of this exercise is to derive a singular estimate that may be used to establish a 
firm’s risk appetite for the monitoring of exposure against limits or for capital adequacy 
purposes. One popular method is to use time series data to generate multiple scenarios.  
The mark to market changes for each scenario would be ranked and percentile estimates 
may be derived e.g. 95 or 99th percentile. Alternatively these scenarios can be generated 
with the use of Monte-Carlo techniques to arrive at the same singular estimate of 95 or 
99th percentile for the given statistical distribution.  This approach is typically described as 
Value at Risk or VaR.

COUNTERPARTY RISK

The benefits and obligations of a derivative contract depend on the performance of each 
party to that contract. If the performance is affected by the counterparty credit worthiness 
then this may give rise to non-payment or default of the contract.  The default of a 
counterparty e.g. the product provider on its obligation has a serious consequence for 
the businesses that has entered into the contract – leaving them exposed to risk that they 
believed they had mitigated through a derivative contract.  

To maintain the same economic position the contract that was entered into with the 
defaulting counterparty will be need to be replaced with another counterparty at the then 
prevailing market conditions.  This may give rise to a profit or loss – this is the source of 
counterparty risk.

The assessment of this risk requires the mark to market of the contract to be known under 
simulated risk factor scenarios. In the case of an interest rate derivative this is achieved 
using an interest rate model such as Hull-White which simulates the short rate interest 
paths using Monte-Carlo techniques.  Once a path has been generated the contract 
can be valued using a standard model and a point estimate e.g. 95th percentile can be 
derived.  This point estimate is typically called a Potential Future Exposure or PFE and is 
typically used by banks for the analysis of counterparty exposure versus limits.  

One can also derive a positive Expected Exposure (EE) from the above analysis. This 
measure is useful as it provides a loan equivalent estimate of the derivative contract i.e. 
the equivalent amount of cash exposure to the counterparty.  It is relatively straightforward 
to use this measure for the purpose of risk adjusted pricing for the counterparty risk if one 
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can establish the cost of credit for the counterparty – typically derived from credit spreads 
or credit default swap spreads.  This counterparty risk adjusted pricing for a derivative 
contract is called a Credit Value Adjustment or CVA.

To mitigate counterparty risk you may elect to enter into a collateral management 
arrangement with your counterparty.  This collateral management arrangement is 
documented under a credit support annexe or CSA agreement to the standard derivative 
ISDA agreement.  A CSA places an obligation on the relevant party to post an amount that 
is the difference between the exposure (on a portfolio basis) and the value of the posted 
collateral.

HEDGE PERFORMANCE

Where the derivative is used for hedging some assessment of the hedge effectiveness 
is typically required e.g. for hedge accounting purposes.  This requires the modelling of 
the hedging and hedged item on a consistent basis for valuation and risk analysis.  Any 
difference in risk factors in the hedged and hedging item will give rise to basis risk which 
could be a significant contribution to hedge ineffectiveness and could contribute to P&L 
volatility.  

A quantitative assessment of hedge performance may show hedge ineffectiveness or 
residual P&L under:

• A  risk factor perturbation analysis

• A simulation analysis

The result of this analysis would be invaluable to those responsible for the financial risk 
management of a business and may be a key for qualification for hedge accounting 
purposes.
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OUR SERVICE

Our expertise is based on the understanding of the financial product and your business 
needs. We have developed market standard valuation and risk frameworks which enable 
us to provide the following assistance in relation to your valuation and risk needs:

• The independent valuation at your chosen reference point in time of any derivative
contract – either vanilla or structured providing you the basis for the valuation
including the adopted pricing method / model with the choice of inputs for valuation
purposes.  Where the input parameters need to be estimated we will provide you the
reasons for this estimation and the degree of confidence in the estimate.

• The market risk analysis of the contract – on a standalone basis or part of a portfolio
of derivative contracts. We will provide you with a report that will detail the approach
e.g. risk factor perturbation, scenario or simulation analysis (or a combination if
required).  This analysis can be provided at your chosen reference point in time or
based on some future date (using the information known today).

• The counterparty risk analysis of the derivative contract – on a standalone or portfolio
basis e.g. per counterparty.  Our report will calculate the PFE and EE and related
measures e.g. CVA (if applicable).  Where there is a requirement for a new collateral
management agreement we can assist by the determination or validation of an
Independent Amount required by your product provider.

• If the above analysis is used for regulatory or statutory reporting we are able to assist
you by providing the output in a form that you can adopt in your reporting template or
where you do not have a template we can devise a template for this purpose.

• We can provide a quantitative assessment of hedge performance of the derivative
product either for internal risk management purposes or to satisfy accounting and
statutory requirements.  Where we find hedge ineffectiveness we can recommend
remedial action by restructuring the existing hedging contract.

• If you have a dispute with your product provider on the valuation or their counterparty
risk assessment e.g. for collateral management purposes we are able to provide you
our independent assessment of the valuation and risk for dispute resolution purposes.

• If you think you have been mis-sold a financial product we can assist in the claim for
damages.  Our valuation and risk service enables you to determine the fair price of
the derivative at the point of sale, the profit margin earned by your product provider
taking into account market and credit risk charges and what alternative more suitable
products were available at the time which may have met your requirements.
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CASE STUDY
OVERVIEW 

Our client had a dispute with the bank - he believed he was mis-sold an interest rate 
swap.  The client complained to the bank and the bank acknowledged the features, risks 
and benefits of the product were not adequately disclosed.  However the bank believed 
that the client would have purchased the same product and therefore did not offer any 
compensation.  The bank said that the sale of an alternative product (an interest rate cap) 
would not have been permitted due to higher risk to the bank of the alternative product. 

Our client was dissatisfied with this response and therefore engaged Congruent to 
produce a detailed report on the following:

• The fair value of the interest rate swap compared to the interest rate cap.

• The costs of hedging the interest rate swap compared to the interest rate cap.

• The profit earned by the bank on the interest rate swap.

• The bank risk methodology and calculation of the risk of the interest rate swap
compared to the interest rate cap.

OUR APPROACH

We adopted an appropriate pricing model to value the interest rate swap taking into 
account the contractual feature e.g. currency, tenor, frequency, nominal, reference index 
etc. We assigned a valuation curve to each of the cashflows and valued the derivative 
using market data at the point of sale (in this case September 2009).  The swap had an 
amortisation schedule which added to the complexity but there were no other significant 
structural enhancements.

We took a similar approach to modelling the alternative product i.e. the interest rate cap 
with the same characteristics of the swap but a different pay off profile.  We set the strike 
and running premium of the cap in different combinations such that the maximum all-in 
cost to the holder met the bank imposed credit condition - in this case the total interest 
rate costs for the borrower were not to exceed a given level. We used the same interest 
rate curves for the valuation with an appropriate volatility surface to value the interest rate 
cap.

For the original and alternative product we calculated the market risk of each product 
using a risk factor perturbation analysis.  This provided us with the product sensitivities 
which enabled us to calculate the fair price of the product taking into account transaction 
costs i.e. hedging costs. The bank profit was then determined for the interest rate swap by 
deducting of the charges from the fair value.

To determine the relative of risk of each product for bank internal credit risk assessment 
purposes we adopted an interest rate model which determined the PFE of each product 
at a given confidence level (in this case a 95 and 99 percentile measures).  This provided 
the client an objective risk measure to determine the relative “riskiness” of the products.  

OUR FINDINGS
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Our analysis showed the following:

• The profit earned on the swap was significant greater than the profit on the alternative
product.  We highlighted this to the client as possible motivation for the bank in selling
the original product as opposed to the alternative product..

• The cost of the alternative product would have been lower than that of the original
product whilst still maintaining the conditions imposed by the credit department.  We
noted that the bank had failed to perform this analysis at the point of sale.

• The risk of the original product (as measured by the PFE) was greater than that of the
alternative product thus refuting the claim by the bank.

As as result of our findings the client pursued a claim for damages against the bank.  
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FAQS

OUR BANK PROVIDES US WITH THESE VALUATIONS – WHY SHOULD I USE YOU? 

The valuations you get from the bank are produced by a middle office function. These 
may not be fully reflective of the close out value or unwind cost of the product. This 
middle office function relies on systems and processes that handle bulk valuations and 
the bank personnel that perform this function typically do not have the expertise to 
address related matters e.g. if you have a query regarding the result or if you wanted a 
bespoke calculation performed. 

OUR ACCOUNTANT HANDLES OUR FRS 102 HEDGE ACCOUNTING 
REQUIREMENTS – WHAT VALUE DO YOU BRING?

Your accountant may not have the in-depth knowledge to be able to provide the required 
documentation that details the relationship between the item being hedged and the 
hedging instrument.  The accountant may not also have the required expertise to 
demonstrate that the hedge is effective on a retrospective, current and forward looking 
basis. 

THERE IS TOO MUCH VOLATILITY IN MY P&L – WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP?

This volatility may be due to an economic or accounting mismatch between the hedged 
and hedging instrument.  With the former we can assist by restructuring the hedge to align 
it better to your risk management objectives and with respect to the latter we can work 
with your accountant to ensure that the hedge qualifies for hedge accounting.

WE HAVE A DISPUTE WITH OUR PRODUCT PROVIDER – CAN YOU HELP?

Yes we can. We would look at the matter in dispute and arrive at our conclusion 
independently using our modelling and risk expertise.  We can represent you fully in this 
matter to ensure that you achieve the best outcome.  If the dispute is caused by a poor 
sale on the part of the bank we can investigate the matter and provide you the necessary 
assistance through our complaints service.
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ABOUT US

Congruent was established in 2013 in response to a growing demand from corporate 
clients seeking independent, professional advice on banking services and financial 
product risk management and hedging arrangements.  We advise businesses directly or 
through their professional advisors.  We also provide expert witness services.

ROGER GRENVILLE-JONES - DIRECTOR 
Email: rgj@mycongruent.com | Tel: +44 (0)20 3143 3150

Roger has held a senior position as a ‘Head of Actuarial Function’ within a global 
insurance company and since then has been a consulting actuary for over twenty-five 
years.  He has a wealth of experience in dealing with specialist financial products and 
is particularly experienced as an expert witness for financial complaints.  Roger was 
appointed by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) to provide expert evidentiary 
analysis on the risk of certain financial products in disciplinary proceedings against a 
regulated firm.

He holds an MA in Mathematics from Cambridge University and is a Fellow of the Institute 
and Faculty of Actuaries.  He has also been a university lecturer in actuarial science.

NASAR ZAMIR - DIRECTOR 
Email: nz@mycongruent.com | Tel: +44 (0)20 3143 3150

Nasar has held senior positions in institutional sales for a number of global investment 
banks (including head of Hedge Funds sales).  His career in investment banking also 
includes positions in risk management and trading and spans more than two decades.  He 
has considerable experience dealing with banking products - particularly derivatives and 
structured products and the banking and risk management processes associated with 
these products.

Nasar holds a BSc( Hon) in Mathematical Sciences from the University of Bath, an MSc in 
Actuarial Science from City University (London) and a postgraduate certificate in Corporate 
Finance from the London Business School.  He is an Affiliate of the Institute and Faculty of 
Actuaries.

BUSINESS INFORMATION

Congruent group of companies comprises a holding company Congruent Holdings Limited 09465766, and Congruent Management Limited 09465853 that 
employs staff, and purchases services, for the group, and three further operating companies:
• Congruent Legal Limited 08709494: Regulated by the Claims Management Regulator in respect of regulated claims management activities - 

authorisation number CRM33563: Regulated by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries in respect of a range of investment business activities - FCA 
Register for exempt professional firms - reference number IoA120: Subject to the jurisdiction of the Legal Ombudsman: Licensed by the Bar Standards 
Board to instruct the Bar directly for advice and for representation

• Congruent Risk Limited 09465877: Congruent Risk owns Congruent’s proprietary software
• Congruent Financial Limited 09467628: Congruent Financial provideds non-regulated advisory services
Each contracting company is solely responsible for execution of its contracts | Professional Standards and Code of Conduct: Institute and Faculty of 
Actuaries | Professional Indemnity Insurance: Insured with International General Insurance Company (UK) Limited | Registered address of all companies: 141-
142 Fenchurch Street, London, EC3M 6BL, United Kingdom | VAT number (Congruent Legal Limited): 175 5513 95 | Telephone: +44 (0)20 3143 3150 | Email: 
team@mycongruent.com | Primary website address: www.mycongruent.com




